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 ^10& ixhqla; .Ks;h 

m%Yak m;% jHQyh 

I m;%%h - ld,h ( meh 03hs' ^Bg wu;rj lshùï ld,h ñks;a;= 10 hs'&

  fuu m%%Yak m;%%h fldgia follska iukaú; fõ'

  A fldgi - m%%Yak oyhls' m%%Yak ish,a,g u ms<s;=re iemhsh hq;= h' tla  
    m%%Yakhlg ,l=Kq 25 ne.ska ,l=Kq 250ls'

  B fldgi - m%%Yak y;ls' m%%Yak mylg ms<s;=re iemhsh hq;= h' tla m%%Yakhlg 
    ,l=Kq 150 ne.ska ,l=Kq 750ls' 

  I m;%%h i|yd uqΩ ,l=Kq = 1000

II m;%%h     - ld,h ( meh 03hs' ^Bg wu;rj lshùï ld,h ñks;a;= 10 hs'&

 fuu m%%Yak m;%%h fldgia follska iukaú; fõ'

 A fldgi  - m%%Yak oyhls' m%%Yak ish,a,g u ms<s;=re iemhsh hq;= h' tla 
   m%%Yakhlg ,l=Kq 25 ne.ska ,l=Kq 250ls'

 B fldgi - m%%Yak y;ls' m%%Yak mylg ms<s;=re iemhsh hq;= h' tla m%%Yakhlg
   ,l=Kq 150 ne.ska ,l=Kq 750ls' 

    II m;%%h i|yd uqΩ ,l=Kq = 1000 

wjidk ,l=K .Kkh ls¯u ( I m;%h     = 1000
    II m;%h =   1000
       wjidk ,l=K =  2000 ÷ 20  =  100 
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m;%h 

fldgi 

.Ks; wNHqyk uQ,Or®uh Ndú;fhka ishÆ n Z i|yd 
n  1 hkak 5 ka fnfok nj idOkh 

 lrkak' 

x  3  2 x  wiudk;dj ;Dma; lrk x ys ishÆ ;d;a;aúl w.hkays l=,lh fidhkak.
ta khska x  3  2 x úi|kak.
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wd.kaâ igykl z  i  1 yd 
4

 Arg (z i) 3
 4

hk wjYH;d ;Dma; lrk z ixlSr®K ixLHd

 ksrEmKh lrk R fmfoi w∫re lrkak' 

 R fmfoi ;=< jQQ z i|yd" z + Im z ys Wm˙u w.h ,shd olajkak'

 

1
6

 lim 
x  0 x 

((8 + x) sin 2x 
1
3 2) nj fmkajkak'
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P  (4 cos 3 sin ,laIHfhys ° x
16

y
 9 = 1 b,smaihg w|skq ,nk iamr®Ylfha iólrKh 

 x
4

cos  y
3

sin  = 1 nj fmkajkak' 

 P ys° by; b,smaihg w|skq ,nk wNs,ïNh (0,    7
6

) ,laIHh yryd hk m˙†   (0 < 
2

) ys 

 w.h fidhkak.

[ [5
3

4
3

tan tan  (     ) + x
2

hkak x úIfhys wjl,kh lrkak' ta khska       dx 
5 + 4 sin x

fidhkak.
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y =   x
x2+ 9

jl%%fhka o x = 3 ir, fr®Ldj yd x wlaIh u.ska o wdjD; jQQ fmfoi S hehs .ksuq ^rEmh 

 n,kak&' x wlaIh jgd fr®ähk j,ska S N%%uKh ls¯fuka ckkh jk >k jia;=fõ m˙udj

 (1        )4     
nj fmkajkak'    

3

S

x

y

O

,laIHh yryd hk úp,H ir, fr®Ldjla x wlaIh yd y wlaIh ms<sfj<ska P yd Q ,laIH 

 j,° yuqfõ' PQ ys uOH ,laIH R fõ' R ,laIHh x + 2y = 2xy  jl%%h u; msysgk nj fmkajkak' 
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9.   (0,  0)  yd (0,  2)  ,laIH yryd hk x2  + y2       2x + 4y     6  = 0 jD;a;fhys m˙êh iuÉf√okh lrk 

 jD;a;fha iólrKh fidhkak.

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   ................................................................................................................................................................

10.   3 cos  x sin x hkak  R cos   (x+ )  wdldrfhka m%%ldY lrkak; fuys R > 0  yd  0   <   < 2 fõ' 

 ta khska" 3 cos  2x sin 2x + 1  = 0 iólrKh úi|kak'

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   .................................................................................................................................................................

   ................................................................................................................................................................

*    *
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fldgi 

11. (a) a yd b hkq m%Nskak ;d;a;aúl ixLHd folla hehs .ksuq' x2  + 2bx +2ab = a2 iólrKfhys uQ,

 ;d;a;aúl yd m%Nskak nj fmkajkak' 

 a b yd a u kï muKla by; iólrKfha uQ, jk  yd   folu ksYaY=kH jk nj 

 fmkajkak' 

 ±ka a b yd a  hehs is;uq'  yd  iajlSh uQQ, f,i jQQ jr®.c iólrKh fidhkak' 
 

     (b) f (x) hkq ud;%%h 2 g jeä nyqmohla hehs o p  yd q hkq m%Nskak ;d;a;aúl ixLHd hehs o .ksuq' fYaI 

 m%fïhh fojrla fh°fuka f (x) hkak (x p)(x q) j,ska fn¥ úg fYaIh f (q f (p)
    q p

(x p) + f  (p) nj 

 fmkajkak'  
 g(x) = x3  + ax2 +bx + 1 hehs .ksuq; fuys a, b R fõ' (x ka g(x) fn¥ úg fYaIh" (x ka 

 th fn¥ úg ,efnk fYaIh fuka f;.=Khla nj (x x ka  g(x) fn¥ úg fYaIh kx + 5  jk 

 nj o ° we;; fuys k  R fõ' a, b yd k ys w.hka fidhkak' 

(a) x  (2x   )1
2x

ys m%idrKfha x j,ska iajdh;a; moh nj fmkajkak' 

(b) fjkia m˙idOk jdr®;d iys; flá≥r Odjlhka  fokl= w;=˙ka Odjlhska  fokl=f.ka
  iukaú; iydh †ùfï lKavdhula f;dard .; hq;=j we;' Tjqka w;=˙ka wvq;u olaI;d fmkajd 
  we;s l%Svlhd f;dard .;fyd;a jeä;u olaI;d fmkajd we;s l%Svlhd o f;dard .kq ,efí' tfia 
  kuq;a wvq;u olaI;d fmkajd we;s l%Svlhd f;dard fkdf.k jeä;u olaI;d fmkajd we;s l%%Svlhd 
  f;dard .; yelsh' fuf,i idod .; yels fjkia iydh †ùfï lKavdhï .Kk fidhkak'

(c) r Z i|yd 
r r 

2r 5
 yd f (r)

r
r 

hehs .ksuq; fuys iy hkq ;d;a;aúl 

  ksh; fõ' r Z i|yd f(r) f r jk m˙† yd ys w.hka fidhkak'

   n Z i|yd 
r = 1

n  
 hehs .ksuq' n Z i|yd 1

4
2n 1
n 

nj fmkajkak' 

r 1

 
wm˙ñ; fY%aKsh wNsid˙ nj wfmdaykh lr tys ftlHh fidhkak'

13. (a) a,  b, c  R hehs .ksuq' ;jo  A = (1    2     1
a    3                               ,   B = ( )2    b     1

b   1     c              yd C = ( )c   2a + c
1       b hehs o .ksuq' 

 ABT = C jk m˙† a, b yd c ys w.hka fidhkak'  

 a,  b  yd c ys fuu w.hka i|yd (CT)  
fidhd" ta khskaa"  C  P CT = 5C jk m˙† jQ P kHdih

 fidhkak'

(b) Ok ksÅ,uh or®Ylhla i|yd jQ o uqjdjr® m%fïhh Ndú; lrñka" z  cos  + i  sin  kï

z n  cos   n  i  sin  n  nj fmkajkak  fuys R yd n Z fõ'

3 1+ i yd 3 + i  hk tla tla ixlSr®K ixLHd r (cos + i sin  ) wdldrfhka m%ldY lrkak  

  fuys r yd fõ' 

m, n Z hehs .ksuq' 
1+ i 3 n 

3 + i m 
kï n  m yd n  k nj fmkajkak  fuys k Z fõ'
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14. (a) x   i|yd f (x) =  (x + 1)
 (x + 2)2

 
  hehs .ksuq' f (x) ys jHq;amkakh jQQ f (x) hkak x    i|yd 

 f (x) =   x
 (x + 2)3

 
  u.ska fokq ,nk nj fmkajkak'  

 x    i|yd   f (x) = 2(x  1) 
(x + 2)4

 
  nj ° we;; fuys    f (x) u.ska f(x) ys fofjks jHq;amkakh olajhs' 

 iamr®fYdakauqL" yereï ,laIHh yd k;sjr®;k ,laIHh olajñka y = f (x) ys m%ia;drfha o< igykla 

 w|skak' 

(b) f.dvke.s,a,l isria ì;a;shl isg m  ≥rlska" m la Wi jegla we;' rEmfha olajd we;s m˙†" 

  bKsu.la tys my< fl<jr ;sria fmdf<dj u; we;sj jegg hka;ï by<ska f.dia ì;a;sh lrd <`.d

  fõ' bKsuf.ys †. m hehs o bKsu. ;sri iuÛ idok fldaKh hehs o .ksuq' hkak ys 

  Y%%s;hla f,i m%%ldY lrkak'                 

y m

  
                                           

dy
d

=  0 jkafka = tan  2
3( ) u kï muKla nj fmkajkak'

iq≥iq m%%dka;r;=< dy
d

ys ,l=K ie,lSfuka" flá;u tjka 

  bKsuf.ys †. fidhkak'

(a) Nskak Nd. weiqfrka 
          4
(x  1) (x + 1)2

hkak m%%ldY lrkak' 

ta khskaa" 
            1
(1  e x) (1  ex) 2

dx fidhkak' 

(b) fldgia jYfhka wkql,kh Ndú;fhka x2 (sinx + 2cosx) dx fidhkak'

(c)
0 0

x  f (sin x) dx =  f (sin x) dx
2

iQQ;%%h msysgqjkak' 

ta khskA" 

0

 x  sin x    
 (2 sin2x)  

2

4
dx =  nj fmkajkak' 

16.  A hehs o l hkq  x + y  = 7 u.ska fokq ,nk ir, fr®Ldj hehs o .ksuq'

 ABC  = ACB  = tan (7) jk m˙† l u; jQQ B yd C ,laIHj, LKavdxl fidhkak' 

 ;jo BAC fldaKfhys iuÉf√olh jk m ys iólrKh fidhkak' 

 BC úIalïNhla f,i jQQ jD;a;fhys iólrKh ,shd olajd ta khska B yd C yryd hk ´kEu 

 jD;a;hl iólrKh mrdñ;shla weiqfrka ,shd olajkak' 

      A, B yd C ,laIHh yryd hk S jD;a;fhys iólrKh wfmdaykh lrkak' 

 S jD;a;fha yd m ir, fr®Ldfõ f√ok ,laIHj, LKavdxl o fidhkak' 
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cos x cos 3x + sin x sin 3x = cos 2x  nj fmkajkak' 

  ta khska"  cos  x cos 3x + sin  x sin 3x) = 1 úi|kak' 

ABC hkq ;%%sfldaKhla hehs .ksuq' BC u; D yd E ,laIH f.k we;af;a BD : DE : EC = 1 : 2 : 3 jk

  m˙† h' ;jo BAD^ DAE^ yd EAĈ hehs .ksuq' iq≥iq ;%%sfldaK i|yd ihska kS;sh 

  Ndú;fhka sin( ) sin( ) = 5 sin  sin nj fmkajkak'

x  y  yd z  hehs .ksuq' sin  x + sin  y + sin  z = kï" 

  x x2 + y y2 + z z2 = xyz  nj fmkajkak'

*  *  * 
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m;%h 

fldgi 

ialkaO yd jQQ wxY= folla iqug ;sria fïihla u; ms<sfj<ska yd

PII 

Part A 

1.  Two particles of masses m and km, respectively move towards each other on a smooth 

horizontal table with speeds u and 
3

2u
 respectively. Given that the particles move with equal 

speeds 
2

u
away from each other after their direct impact, show that the coefficient of 

restitution is 
5

3
, and that the value of  k is 

7
9

. 

2.  A particle of mass m kg rests on a rough horizontal table. It is connected by a light 

inextensible sting which is perpendicular to the edge of the table and which passes over a 

small smooth pulley fixed at the edge of the table, to a particle of mass 2m which hangs 

freely under gravity. The coefficient of friction between the mass m and the table is 
4

1
. Show 

that the tension in the string as the system starts from rest, is mg
6

5
. 

 

3.    A light rod AB has two particles of masses m and 2m, respectively attached to the two ends  

A and B. The rod is held at rest in a horizontal position with its middle point C smoothly 

hinged to a fixed point, and the rod then moves in a vertical plane making an angle  with 

the horizontal at time t. Using the principle of conservation of energy, show that the angular 

speed of the rod is given by 
a

g
dt
d

3
sin2

= . 

 

4.    Two cars A and B move along a straight road in parallel lanes in the same direction. At time 

,0=t  the speeds of A and B are u and ,
4
u

 respectively. The car A moves with the same 

constant speed u and the car B moves with constant acceleration  until it reaches the speed 

4
5u

 
at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 

fõ.j,ska tlsfkl 

 foig p,kh fõ' tajdfha ir, .egqfuka wk;=rej wxY= iudk 

PII 

Part A 

1.  Two particles of masses m and km, respectively move towards each other on a smooth 

horizontal table with speeds u and 
3

2u
 respectively. Given that the particles move with equal 

speeds 
2

u
away from each other after their direct impact, show that the coefficient of 

restitution is 
5

3
, and that the value of  k is 

7
9

. 

2.  A particle of mass m kg rests on a rough horizontal table. It is connected by a light 

inextensible sting which is perpendicular to the edge of the table and which passes over a 

small smooth pulley fixed at the edge of the table, to a particle of mass 2m which hangs 

freely under gravity. The coefficient of friction between the mass m and the table is 
4

1
. Show 

that the tension in the string as the system starts from rest, is mg
6

5
. 

 

3.    A light rod AB has two particles of masses m and 2m, respectively attached to the two ends  

A and B. The rod is held at rest in a horizontal position with its middle point C smoothly 

hinged to a fixed point, and the rod then moves in a vertical plane making an angle  with 

the horizontal at time t. Using the principle of conservation of energy, show that the angular 

speed of the rod is given by 
a

g
dt
d

3
sin2

= . 

 

4.    Two cars A and B move along a straight road in parallel lanes in the same direction. At time 

,0=t  the speeds of A and B are u and ,
4
u

 respectively. The car A moves with the same 

constant speed u and the car B moves with constant acceleration  until it reaches the speed 

4
5u

 
at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 

fõ.j,ska tlsfklska bj;g

 p,kh jk nj ° we;' m%%;Hd.;s ix.=Klh 

PII 

Part A 

1.  Two particles of masses m and km, respectively move towards each other on a smooth 

horizontal table with speeds u and 
3

2u
 respectively. Given that the particles move with equal 

speeds 
2

u
away from each other after their direct impact, show that the coefficient of 

restitution is 
5

3
, and that the value of  k is 

7
9

. 

2.  A particle of mass m kg rests on a rough horizontal table. It is connected by a light 

inextensible sting which is perpendicular to the edge of the table and which passes over a 

small smooth pulley fixed at the edge of the table, to a particle of mass 2m which hangs 

freely under gravity. The coefficient of friction between the mass m and the table is 
4

1
. Show 

that the tension in the string as the system starts from rest, is mg
6

5
. 

 

3.    A light rod AB has two particles of masses m and 2m, respectively attached to the two ends  

A and B. The rod is held at rest in a horizontal position with its middle point C smoothly 

hinged to a fixed point, and the rod then moves in a vertical plane making an angle  with 

the horizontal at time t. Using the principle of conservation of energy, show that the angular 

speed of the rod is given by 
a

g
dt
d

3
sin2

= . 

 

4.    Two cars A and B move along a straight road in parallel lanes in the same direction. At time 

,0=t  the speeds of A and B are u and ,
4
u

 respectively. The car A moves with the same 

constant speed u and the car B moves with constant acceleration  until it reaches the speed 

4
5u

 
at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 

nj;a ys w.h

PII 

Part A 

1.  Two particles of masses m and km, respectively move towards each other on a smooth 

horizontal table with speeds u and 
3

2u
 respectively. Given that the particles move with equal 

speeds 
2

u
away from each other after their direct impact, show that the coefficient of 

restitution is 
5

3
, and that the value of  k is 

7
9

. 

2.  A particle of mass m kg rests on a rough horizontal table. It is connected by a light 

inextensible sting which is perpendicular to the edge of the table and which passes over a 

small smooth pulley fixed at the edge of the table, to a particle of mass 2m which hangs 

freely under gravity. The coefficient of friction between the mass m and the table is 
4

1
. Show 

that the tension in the string as the system starts from rest, is mg
6

5
. 

 

3.    A light rod AB has two particles of masses m and 2m, respectively attached to the two ends  

A and B. The rod is held at rest in a horizontal position with its middle point C smoothly 

hinged to a fixed point, and the rod then moves in a vertical plane making an angle  with 

the horizontal at time t. Using the principle of conservation of energy, show that the angular 

speed of the rod is given by 
a

g
dt
d

3
sin2

= . 

 

4.    Two cars A and B move along a straight road in parallel lanes in the same direction. At time 

,0=t  the speeds of A and B are u and ,
4
u

 respectively. The car A moves with the same 

constant speed u and the car B moves with constant acceleration  until it reaches the speed 

4
5u

 
at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 

nj;a fmkajkak' 

rΩ ;sria fïihla u; ;nd we;s ialkaOh jQQ wxY=jla" fïifha odrhg

 ,ïnj odrfha iúlr we;s l=vd iqug lmamshla Wäka hk ieye,aÆ

 wú;kH ;ka;=jlska ksoyfiaa t,af,k ialkaOh jQ wxY=jlg iïnkaO 

 lrkq ,efí' ;ka;=j we° ;sìh ° moaO;sh ksYap,;djfha isg uqody˙kq  

 ,efí' ialkaOh jQQ wxY=j yd fïih w;r >r®IK ix.=Klh 

PII 

Part A 

1.  Two particles of masses m and km, respectively move towards each other on a smooth 

horizontal table with speeds u and 
3

2u
 respectively. Given that the particles move with equal 

speeds 
2

u
away from each other after their direct impact, show that the coefficient of 

restitution is 
5

3
, and that the value of  k is 

7
9

. 

2.  A particle of mass m kg rests on a rough horizontal table. It is connected by a light 

inextensible sting which is perpendicular to the edge of the table and which passes over a 

small smooth pulley fixed at the edge of the table, to a particle of mass 2m which hangs 

freely under gravity. The coefficient of friction between the mass m and the table is 
4

1
. Show 

that the tension in the string as the system starts from rest, is mg
6

5
. 

 

3.    A light rod AB has two particles of masses m and 2m, respectively attached to the two ends  

A and B. The rod is held at rest in a horizontal position with its middle point C smoothly 

hinged to a fixed point, and the rod then moves in a vertical plane making an angle  with 

the horizontal at time t. Using the principle of conservation of energy, show that the angular 

speed of the rod is given by 
a

g
dt
d

3
sin2

= . 

 

4.    Two cars A and B move along a straight road in parallel lanes in the same direction. At time 

,0=t  the speeds of A and B are u and ,
4
u

 respectively. The car A moves with the same 

constant speed u and the car B moves with constant acceleration  until it reaches the speed 

4
5u

 
at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 
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. Show 
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at Tt =  and maintains that speed afterwards. In the same diagram, sketch the velocity 

time graphs for the motions of the car A and the car B until B overtakes A. Hence, find the 

time at which the speeds of the cars are equal. 
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ialkaOh fuá%la fgdka la jQ ≥ï˙hla" iDcq iu;,d ≥ï˙h udr®.hla †f.a ksh; fõ.fhka 

 p,kh jk w;r p,s;hg m%;sfrdaOh fuá%la fgdka tllg fõ' ≥ï˙fha cjh" lsf,da fjdÜj,ska 

 fidhkak' ialkaOh fuá%la fgdka la jQ msgqmi ue†˙h .s,syS hk w;r tka‚fï m%lr®IK n,h

 fkdfjkiaj mj;S' ≥ï˙fha b;s˙ fldgfiys ;ajrKh fidhkak'  

iqmqre≥ wxlkfhka" wp, uQ,hla wkqnoaOfhka yd ,laIH ;=kl msysgqï ffoYsl ms<sfj<ska 

 4i + j i + j yd i + 5j fõ' fuys yd Ok ksh; fõ' p;=ri%fha úlr®K †.ska

 iudk yd tlsfklg ,ïn fõ' i yd j weiqfrka 

5.    A train of mass 300 metric tons is moving in a straight level track, with constant speed          

15   m s-1 and the resistances to motion is 50 N per ton. Find the power of the train in 

kilowatts.  

Rear coach of mass 50 tons gets dislodged and the tractive force of the engine is unaltered. 

Show that the acceleration of the remaining portion of the train is 1 cm s-2 and that the rear 

coach comes to rest after moving a distance 2250 m. 
 

6.    In usual notation, let ji +4 , ji µ+  and ji 5+  be the position vectors of three points A, B 

and C  respectively, with respect to a fixed origin O, where  and µ are positive constants. 

The diagonals of the quadrilateral OABC are equal and perpendicular to each other. Write 

down  AB  in terms of i  and .j  Using vectors, show that 4=  and .3=µ  

 

7.   A smooth uniform rod AB of length 2a and weight W which goes through a small light 

smooth ring  P  has its end A on a smooth horizontal ground and the other end B in contact 

with a smooth vertical wall. The rod is kept in equilibrium, at an angle 60 to the horizontal, 

in a vertical plane perpendicular to the wall by a light inextensible string which connects the 

ring to the O point shown in the diagram. Show that 90ˆ =APO and write an equation or 

equations to determine the tension of the string.  

 
 

8. A particle of mass m is placed on a rough plane inclined at an angle  to the horizontal 

satisfying the condition that µ>tan , where µ  is the coefficient of friction. The particle is 

held in equilibrium with a force P applied upwards to the particle along a line of greatest 

slope of the plane. Show that )cos(sin)cos(sin µµ +mgPmg . 

 

9. Find the probability that the sum of the number of dots obtained in at most 3 tosses of an 

unbiased standard die with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 dots marked on its six faces is exactly 6.  

 

10. The mean and the mode of the set of seven numbers a, b, 4, 5, 7, 4 and 5 are equal, where a 

and b are positive integers. Find the values of a and b, and show that the variance of the 

seven numbers is 
7
6

. 

,shd olajkak' w†Y .=Ks;h Ndú;fhka 

yd nj fmkajkak' 
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l=vd ieye,aÆ iqug  uq≥jla ;=<ska hk †. yd nr  jQ iqug taldldr

oKavla tys flf<jr iqug ;sria f.ìula u; o wfkla flf<jr 

 iqug isria ì;a;shla iamr®Y fjñka o ;sfí' ;srig l fldaKhla 

 idoñka ì;a;shg ,ïn isria ;,hl oKav iu;=,s;;dfõ ;nkq ,en 

 we;af;a uq≥j rEmfhys fmkajd we;s m˙† jQQ ,laIHhg hd lrk ieye,aÆ 

 wú;kH ;ka;=jla u.sks' 

 

 

5.    A train of mass 300 metric tons is moving in a straight level track, with constant speed          

15   m s-1 and the resistances to motion is 50 N per ton. Find the power of the train in 

kilowatts.  

Rear coach of mass 50 tons gets dislodged and the tractive force of the engine is unaltered. 

Show that the acceleration of the remaining portion of the train is 1 cm s-2 and that the rear 

coach comes to rest after moving a distance 2250 m. 

 

6.    In usual notation, let ji 43 + , j  and ji 43 +  be the position vectors of three points A, B 

and C  respectively, with respect to a fixed origin O, where  is a real constant. Show that 

the diagonals of the quadrilateral OABC intersect orthogonally. Find values of  such that 

ABC  is an  equilateral triangle.  

 

7.   A smooth uniform rod AB of length 2a and weight W which goes through a small light 

smooth ring  P  has its end A on a smooth horizontal ground and the other end B in contact 

with a smooth vertical wall. The rod is kept in equilibrium, at an angle 60 to the horizontal, 

in a vertical plane  perpendicular to the wall by a light inextensible string which connects 

the point O to the ring, where O is the point at which the plane  meets the common edge of 

ground and the wall. Show that 90ˆ =APO .  

Let C be the point such that OACB is a rectangle. By taking moments about C, find the tension 

of the string. [Assume that the perpendicular distance from C  to the string is
2
a

.]  

8. A particle of mass m is placed on a rough plane inclined at an angle  to the horizontal 

satisfying the condition µ>tan , where µ  is the coefficient of friction. The particle is 

held in equilibrium with a force P applied upwards to the particle along a line of greatest 

slope of the plane. Show that )cos(sin)cos(sin µµ +mgPmg . 

 

9. Find the probability that the sum of the number of dots obtained in at most 3 tosses of an 

unbiased standard die with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 dots marked on its six faces is exactly 6.  

10. 

nj fmkajd ;ka;=fõ wd;;sh 

 ksr®Kh ls¯ug m%udKj;a iólrK ,shd olajkak' 

ialkaOh jQ wxY=jla ;srig fldaKhlska wdk; rΩ ;,hla u; ;nd we;' fuys  

hkq wxY=j yd ;,h w;r >r®IK ix.=Klh fõ' wxY=j iu;=,s;;dfõ r|jd we;af;a ;,fha Wm˙u 

 nEjqï fr®Ldj †f.a Wvq w;g wxY=jg fh¥ n,hla u.sks' 

 

 

 

5.    A train of mass 300 metric tons is moving in a straight level track, with constant speed          

15   m s-1 and the resistances to motion is 50 N per ton. Find the power of the train in 

kilowatts.  

Rear coach of mass 50 tons gets dislodged and the tractive force of the engine is unaltered. 

Show that the acceleration of the remaining portion of the train is 1 cm s-2 and that the rear 

coach comes to rest after moving a distance 2250 m. 

 

6.    In usual notation, let ji 43 + , j  and ji 43 +  be the position vectors of three points A, B 

and C  respectively, with respect to a fixed origin O, where  is a real constant. Show that 

the diagonals of the quadrilateral OABC intersect orthogonally. Find values of  such that 

ABC  is an  equilateral triangle.  

 

7.   A smooth uniform rod AB of length 2a and weight W which goes through a small light 

smooth ring  P  has its end A on a smooth horizontal ground and the other end B in contact 

with a smooth vertical wall. The rod is kept in equilibrium, at an angle 60 to the horizontal, 

in a vertical plane  perpendicular to the wall by a light inextensible string which connects 

the point O to the ring, where O is the point at which the plane  meets the common edge of 

ground and the wall. Show that 90ˆ =APO .  

Let C be the point such that OACB is a rectangle. By taking moments about C, find the tension 

of the string. [Assume that the perpendicular distance from C  to the string is
2
a

.]  

8. A particle of mass m is placed on a rough plane inclined at an angle  to the horizontal 

satisfying the condition µ>tan , where µ  is the coefficient of friction. The particle is 

held in equilibrium with a force P applied upwards to the particle along a line of greatest 

slope of the plane. Show that )cos(sin)cos(sin µµ +mgPmg . 

 

9. Find the probability that the sum of the number of dots obtained in at most 3 tosses of an 

unbiased standard die with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 dots marked on its six faces is exactly 6.  

10. 
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9.   iajlSh uqyqK;a yh u; 1,  2,  3,  4,  5  yd 6  f,i ;s;a ,l=Kq fldg we;s fkdkeUqre iïu; od≥
 leghla jeä ;rñka úisls¯ï ;=kl° ,nd.;a uqÆ ;s;a .Kk y˙hgu yhla ùfï iïNdú;dj
 fidhkak' 
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10.     a,  b,  4,  5,  7,  4  yd  5  hk ixLHd yf;ys uOHkh yd ud;h iudk fõ' fuys a  yd b  hkq Ok ksÅ,

 fõ' a  yd b  ys w.hka fidhd ixLHd yf;ys úp,;dj    

5.    A train of mass 300 metric tons is moving in a straight level track, with constant speed          

15   m s-1 and the resistances to motion is 50 N per ton. Find the power of the train in 

kilowatts.  

Rear coach of mass 50 tons gets dislodged and the tractive force of the engine is unaltered. 

Show that the acceleration of the remaining portion of the train is 1 cm s-2 and that the rear 

coach comes to rest after moving a distance 2250 m. 
 

6.    In usual notation, let ji +4 , ji µ+  and ji 5+  be the position vectors of three points A, B 

and C  respectively, with respect to a fixed origin O, where  and µ are positive constants. 

The diagonals of the quadrilateral OABC are equal and perpendicular to each other. Write 

down  AB  in terms of i  and .j  Using vectors, show that 4=  and .3=µ  

 

7.   A smooth uniform rod AB of length 2a and weight W which goes through a small light 

smooth ring  P  has its end A on a smooth horizontal ground and the other end B in contact 

with a smooth vertical wall. The rod is kept in equilibrium, at an angle 60 to the horizontal, 

in a vertical plane perpendicular to the wall by a light inextensible string which connects the 

ring to the O point shown in the diagram. Show that 90ˆ =APO and write an equation or 

equations to determine the tension of the string.  

 
 

8. A particle of mass m is placed on a rough plane inclined at an angle  to the horizontal 

satisfying the condition that µ>tan , where µ  is the coefficient of friction. The particle is 

held in equilibrium with a force P applied upwards to the particle along a line of greatest 

slope of the plane. Show that )cos(sin)cos(sin µµ +mgPmg . 

 

9. Find the probability that the sum of the number of dots obtained in at most 3 tosses of an 

unbiased standard die with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 dots marked on its six faces is exactly 6.  

 

10. The mean and the mode of the set of seven numbers a, b, 4, 5, 7, 4 and 5 are equal, where a 

and b are positive integers. Find the values of a and b, and show that the variance of the 

seven numbers is 
7
6

.   nj fmkajkak' 
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fldgi 

11. (a) ;sria fmdf<dj u; jQ O ,laIHhl isg" ;srig 

11. (a) A particle projected from a point O on a horizontal ground with a velocity gau 2=  

making an angle <<
2

0  to the horizontal, moves under gravity and hits a target at a 

point P. The horizontal and vertical distances of P measured from O are a and ka, 

respectively, where k is a constant (see the figure). Show that 014tan4tan2 =++ k  

and deduce that 
4
3

k .  

       Now, let 
16
11

=k . Show that the angle between the two possible directions of projection is 

19
4

tan 1 . 

 

 

 (b)  An airport  A is situated at an angle  East of South, at a distance d from an airport B.  

       On a certain day an air plane flies directly from A to B with a speed u relative to the wind 

which blows from North at a velocity )( uv < . Sketch the velocity triangle for this flight, and 

show that the time taken to fly from A to B is 
cossin222 vvu

d
.  

       On the following day, the plane flies back directly from B to A with a speed 
2
u

 relative to 

the wind which blows from South at a velocity 
2
v

. Sketch the velocity triangle for the return 

journey and show that the time taken to fly from B to A is twice as much as the time taken 

from A to B. 
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The triangle ABC in the given figure represents a vertical cross section through the centre 

gravity of a uniform smooth wedge of mass m3 . The line AB is a line of greatest slope of 

the face containing it. Also 
3

ˆ =CAB  and aAB = . The wedge is placed with the face 

containing  AC on a smooth horizontal floor. A particle of mass m is placed at the point A 

and given a velocity u along AB . Assuming that the particle does not leave the wedge, 

find the time taken by the particle to come to rest relative to the wedge and show that the 

speed of the wedge at this instant is         .  

Now, suppose that the particle gets glued to the wedge in this position. Find the time  

taken by the wedge with the particle glued to move a distance a from the instant the 

particle got glued to the wedge. 

 

(b) A bead P of mass m is free to move on a smooth circular wire of radius  a  and centre O 

which is fixed in a vertical plane. The bead is held at the upper-most point A of the wire 

and released from a slightly displaced position. Show that the speed v of the bead when 

OP has turned through an angle  is given by )cos1(22 = gav . Also show that 

reaction on the bead changes its direction when 
3
2

cos = . 
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Now, suppose that the particle gets glued to the wedge in this position. Given that the 

speed of the wedge at this instant is ,
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 find the time taken by the wedge with the particle 

glued to it to move a further distance d. 
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which is fixed in a vertical plane. The bead is held at the upper-most point A of the wire 

and released from a slightly displaced position. Show that the speed v of the bead when 
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 Find the speed of the bead and the reaction on it when the bead reaches the lowest point 
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As P reaches the point B, it collides and coalesces with another bead of mass m  which is 

at rest at B. Show that the composite bead Q comes to instantaneous rest when OQ has 

turned through an angle 
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13.  One end of a light elastic string of natural length  a and modulus mg is attached to a fixed 
point O. Two equal particles, each of mass m are fastened together to the other end P, and 
the system hangs in equilibrium. Show that the extension of the string in this position is 2a.  
 
Now, one of the particles gets gently detached and the remaining particle of mass m, still 
attached to the end of the string begins to move. Obtain the equation satisfied by  the length 

x of the string  as .0)2( =+ ax
a
g

x   

Re-writing this equation in the form ,02 =+ XX where ,2

a
g

=  and ,2axX =  identify 

the centre C of simple harmonic oscillations.  

 Assuming the formula )( 2222 XAX = , find the amplitude A of this simple harmonic 

motion.  
  
At the point C, a vertical impulse is applied to the particle so that its velocity is doubled. 
Show that the equation of motion, while the string is taut, remains the same and that the 

amplitude of this motion  is a5 .  

Hence show that the string becomes slack after a total time +
5

2
sin

2
1

g
a

. 

Find the speed of the particle at the instant when the string becomes slack. 
 

 

14. (a) Let PQRS be a parallelogram and  T  be the point on QR such that 1:2: =TRQT .  

           Also, let aPQ =  and bPS = . Express PR  and ST in terms of a  and b . 

           

Let U be the point of intersection of  PR and ST. Suppose that  PRPU = and 

STSU µ= , where  and µ are scalar constants. By considering the triangle PSU, show 

that 01
3

)( =++ ba
µµ  and deduce that 

4
3

== µ . 
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attached to the end of the string begins to move. Obtain the equation satisfied by  the length 

x of the string  as .0)2( =+ ax
a
g

x   

Re-writing this equation in the form ,02 =+ XX where ,2

a
g

=  and ,2axX =  identify 

the centre C of simple harmonic oscillations.  

 Assuming the formula )( 2222 XAX = , find the amplitude A of this simple harmonic 

motion.  
  
At the point C, a vertical impulse is applied to the particle so that its velocity is doubled. 
Show that the equation of motion, while the string is taut, remains the same and that the 

amplitude of this motion  is a5 .  

Hence show that the string becomes slack after a total time +
5

2
sin

2
1

g
a

. 

Find the speed of the particle at the instant when the string becomes slack. 
 

 

14. (a) Let PQRS be a parallelogram and  T  be the point on QR such that 1:2: =TRQT .  

           Also, let aPQ =  and bPS = . Express PR  and ST in terms of a  and b . 

           

Let U be the point of intersection of  PR and ST. Suppose that  PRPU = and 

STSU µ= , where  and µ are scalar constants. By considering the triangle PSU, show 

that 01
3

)( =++ ba
µµ  and deduce that 

4
3

== µ . 
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 (b) A system of three forces in the 0xy-plane act at the points indicated below: 

 

Point   Position Vector  Force 

      A   jaia 52 +    jFiF 3+  

     B           ja4           jFiF2  

      C   jaia +    jFiF 2  

       Here i and j  denote unit vectors in the positive directions of coordinate axes Ox and Oy, 

respectively, and F, a are positive quantities measured in newtons and metres 

respectively. Mark these forces in a single diagram, and show that their vector sum is 

zero. 

 Find the anti-clockwise moment,  G, of the system about a point  P with position vector  

 jyix +  , and  show that G is independent of  x and y.  Identify the simple system to 

which the given system reduces. 

 An additional force is now applied at the point D with position vector  j
a

d
2
5

= . 

 Obtain the resultant of the four forces acting at A, B, C  and D , in magnitude, direction 

and line of action. 

15. (a) The figure represents a pentagon ABCDE formed of freely jointed uniform rods whose 

weight is w per unit length. Length aBCAE 2== , length bCDED 2==  and the angles 

at  A, B  and  D are 120  each. The uppermost rod AB is fixed horizontally and the frame 

hangs in equilibrium, the symmetrical shape being maintained by a light rod CE of length 

32b  connecting the joints C and E. Show that the reaction at the joint D is of magnitude

wb 3  and find the thrust in the light rod CE. 
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 (b) The figure represents a framework of  light rods  AB, BC, CD, DA and DB freely jointed at 
their ends, and movable in a vertical plane about the joint A.  Length aCDAB 3== ,   

       length aDABC 5==  and aDB 4= . It carries a weight W at the joint C and equilibrium is 
maintained with AB and DC horizontal and BD vertical by a horizontal force P applied 
along CD at the joint D. Sketch a stress diagram using Bow’s notation and hence find the 
stresses in all the rods. State whether these are tensions or thrusts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Show, by integration, that the distance of the centre of gravity of a frustum of a uniform 
hollow right circular cone with circular rims having radii  r and )1( >r  at a distance h 

apart, from the centre of its smaller rim, is 
+
+
1
12

3
h

.  

 
A measuring can M is made by welding a frustum of a hollow cone with circular rims of radii 

a and 2a and height 
4
3a

 to a frustum of a hollow cone with circular rims of radii a and 4a 

and height 
4
9a

 along the common circular rims of radius a such that the axes of symmetry of 

the two frustums coincide (as shown in the figure) , and a circular base of radius 4a along the 
circular rim of radius 4a. The can is made of the same uniform material.   

     Show that the centre of gravity of M is at a distance  …………………….. 
      from the centre of the circular base of radius 4a .  

 
     The can is smoothly pivoted at a point on its upper rim to a fixed point O. Show that the of its 

axis of symmetry makes an angle                               with the downward  vertical. 
 

     Also, find the of the horizontal force that should be applied at the point on the edge of the 
base in the plane through the point O and the axis of symmetry to make the axis vertical. 
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 (b) The figure represents a framework of  light rods  AB, BC, CD, DA and DB freely jointed at 
their ends, and movable in a vertical plane about the joint A.  Length aCDAB 3== ,   

       length aDABC 5==  and aDB 4= . It carries a weight W at the joint C and equilibrium is 
maintained with AB and DC horizontal and BD vertical by a horizontal force P applied 
along CD at the joint D. Sketch a stress diagram using Bow’s notation and hence find the 
stresses in all the rods. State whether these are tensions or thrusts.  
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  31
24

a kï" ;sria fïihla u; iajlSh m;=, iamr®Y jk m˙† ;enQQ úg idiamdk iu;=,s;j

 mej;sh yels nj fmkajkak' 

 = a   nj ° we;' idiamdk" B fl<jfrka ksoyfia t,a,d we;s úg BA há w;a isri iu`. 

 idok fldaKh o fidhkak' 
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fmÜáhl" mdáka yer wka iEu whqrlska u iudk jQ r;= fnda, 6la" fld< fnda, 3la yd 
  ks,afnda, 3la wvx.= fõ' iiïNdù f,i fnda,hla fmÜáfhka bj;g .kq ,efí' fnda,h ks,a 
  tlla ùfï iïNdú;dj fidhkak' 
  bj;g .;a fnda,h fld< fyda r;= kï wu;r r;= fnda,hla yd wu;r ks,a fnda,hla uq,a fnda,h 
  iu`.u fmÜáhg tl;= lrkq ,efí' bj;g .;a fnda,h ks,a kï m%;sia:dmkhla fkdue;' 
 ±ka" iiïNdù f,i fojk fnda,hla fmÜáfhka bj;g .kq ,efí' bj;g .;a fojk fnda,h
 ks,a tlla ùfï iïNdú;dj l=ula o@ 

bj;g .;a fojk fnda,h ks,a tlla nj ° we;s úg" bj;g .;a m<uq fnda,h ks,a tlla ùfï
  iïNdú;dj fidhkak' 

isiqka la úNd.hl° ,nd .;a ,l=Kq my; j.=fõ ° we;' 

,l=Kq 

uOH ,l=K

ixLHd;h 

Now, a second ball is drawn at random. What is the probability, the second ball drawn is 
blue?  
Find the probability that the first ball drawn is blue, given that the second ball drawn is blue. 
 

(b) Marks obtained by 100 students in an examination are given in the following table  

Marks              10-19          20-29      30-39  40-49       50-59  60-69          70-79 

Mid Point )( ix    15      25         35    45          55    65  75 

Frequency )( if    15  25         20    15          15    08  02 

Using the transformation ( )45
10
1

= ii xy , estimate the mean and the standard deviation of 

this distribution of marks.  

The mean and the standard deviation of marks obtained by another 100 students in the same 

examination are 40 and 15, respectively. Estimate the mean and the standard deviation of the 

marks obtained by all 200 students in this examination. 

 

m˙Kdukh Ndú;fhka fuu ,l=Kq jHdma;sfha uOHkHh iy úp,;dj

  ksudkh lrkak' 

;j;a isiqka la tu úNd.hgu ,nd.;a ,l=Kqj, uOHkHh iy úp,;dj ms<sfj<ska yd 

  fõ' uqΩ isiqka u fuu úNd.h i|yd ,nd.;a ,l=Kqj, uOHkHh yd úp,;dj ksudkh 
  lrkak' 
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